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AMR code FLASH 4 with…
- Self-gravity
- External galactic potential
- ideal MHD
- Heating & Cooling and
- Molecule Formation
- TreeRay (diffuse radiation for shielding + 
radiative transfer from point sources)
- Sink Particles with subgrid cluster 
  model/massive star model
- Supernova Feedback
- Wind
-Cosmic Rays

www.astro.uni-koeln.de/~silcc
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New SILCC simulations: 
winds + ionizing radiation + supernovae + Cosmic Rays
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 SILCC-ZOOM: 
Galactic zoom-in calculations:

Seifried, SW +2017
Seifried, SW +2018

Haid, SW +2019
Seifried, SW +2019
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 We follow individual 
molecular clouds formed in 
the multi-phase ISM.

 The clouds are affected by 
accretion/merging/nearby 
supernovae as star formation 
proceeds.

 These environmental 
effects have to be taken into 
account when studying star 
formation.




SILCC-Zoom: 
MHD simulation + star formation & radiative feedback

30 pc

Time scale ~ 3.5 Myr Still frame: rotation

30 pc

Lower mass molecular clouds
are dispersed by pre-SN feedback

(e.g. Walch+2013, Gatto+2017, Haid+2018, Rathjen+2022)





MHD Zoom-in calculations for 2 clouds:
Column density in HI, H2, and CO

MHD1

MHD2

Seifried,SW+17; SW+in prep.; includes chemical network Glover+2010; shielding: TreeCol (Clarke+2012; Wünsch, SW+2018)



Magnetic fields lead to fluffier clouds:
Volume-weighted density PDFs (top: log; bottom: linear) 
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Magnetic fields lead to fluffier clouds:
Mass evolution

t=3 Myr

=> MHD3 and HD1 are very similar in total mass!
=> MHD3 has somewhat less molecular gas, 
because HD1 has the highest H2 gas content, not 

because MHD3 is very different.

There really is a structural difference 
of HD and MHD clouds! 

It affects the density distribution as well as their 
internal shielding!

Ganguly, SW+ in prep.



Magnetic fields lead to fluffier clouds:
Less well shielded gas in magnetized clouds

t=3 Myr

t=2 Myr
(after full 
refinement)

t=3 Myr
(after full 
refinement)

Ganguly, SW+ in prep.

,3D

Local column density in each 3D cell: 
NH = AV,3D  x 1.87e21 cm-2

Radiative Transfer Algorithm:
TreeCol: Clark, Glover +2011
TreeRay/OpticalDepth: Wünsch, SW+2018

Hydro

MHD

Hydro

MHD



CO-dark molecular gas
Dark gas fractions  of 15%-60% (high values for MHD clouds)

ΔfH2 – fraction of H2 

gas below a given CO 
intensity

MHD simulations 
have highest dark gas 

fraction!

For an assumed 
detection limit of 

(ICO<0.1 K km s-1) per 

pixel, the dark gas 
fraction is as high as 

60% in young, 
magnetized  

molecular clouds!

In more evolved 
(denser) systems the 
dark gas fraction is 

reduced 
to 20%-30%

Seifried, SW+2019
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Molecular cloud Sub-structure
 Slowing down the star formation process in MCs
Despite overall similar ISM properties 
(phase distribution) with and without B 
on scales of several 100 pc; see SW+2015

Evolutionary sequence? 
Þ Sheets (flying carpets) 
Þ filaments (cigars)
Þ star formation
Þ feedback (smoking the cigar)

     

SheetsSheets

Stars

Ganguly, SW in prep.

Diffuse cloud 
with

complicated
substructure 



Sub-structure of magnetized clouds 

Results of dendrogram analysis:
Sheets and curved sheets dominate

Results of dendrogram analysis:
Sheets and curved sheets dominate

Ganguly, SW+ in prep.



Molecular cloud Sub-structure
 Slowing down the star formation process in MCs
Despite overall similar ISM properties 
(phase distribution) with and without B 
on scales of several 100 pc; see SW+2015

Evolutionary sequence 
Þ Sheets (flying carpets) 
Þ filaments (cigars)

     

Ganguly, SW in prep.;     see e.g. observations by Sara Rezaei: Rezaei Kh. & Kainulainen, 2022 

Movies for 3 different 
magnetized SILCC-Zoom clouds

Movies for 3 different 
magnetized SILCC-Zoom clouds






Number of sub-structures over time

Time evolution:
Comparing number of leaf structures in hydro vs. MHD clouds:
• Early time: less fragmentation in MHD clouds
• Late time: MHD clouds catch up with hydro clouds

Time evolution:
Comparing number of leaf structures in hydro vs. MHD clouds:
• Early time: less fragmentation in MHD clouds
• Late time: MHD clouds catch up with hydro clouds

Ganguly, SW+ in prep.

“Fragmentation” can be driven by turbulence or gravity
=> Which physical process is driving cloud structural evolution?

“Fragmentation” can be driven by turbulence or gravity
=> Which physical process is driving cloud structural evolution?

MHD

MHD
catching up



Dynamics of molecular cloud substructures

Heyer-relation

Showing that there is a 
surface density dependence 
modifying Larson’s relation. 

The standard virial parameter 
is shown:

From this analysis alone, most 
atomic structures are 
unbound while most  

molecular structures seem to 
be gravitationally bound!

=> Is this true?!

Heyer-relation

Showing that there is a 
surface density dependence 
modifying Larson’s relation. 

The standard virial parameter 
is shown:

From this analysis alone, most 
atomic structures are 
unbound while most  

molecular structures seem to 
be gravitationally bound!

=> Is this true?! ⍺ = 1

⍺ = 1

Hydro

MHD

Ganguly, SW+ 2022, arXiv:2204.02511



Dynamics of molecular cloud substructures
Ganguly, SW+ 2022, arXiv:2204.02511

Hydro, 2Myr Hydro, 3.5 Myr

MHD, 2 Myr MHD, 3.5 Myr

”Dense molecular”: 
Molecular + 𝝆thres >10-20 g/cm3 

”Dense molecular”: 
Molecular + 𝝆thres >10-20 g/cm3 



Energetics of sub-structures in magnetized clouds 

• Atomic structures: Magnetic energy dominates over 
potential and kinetic energies

• In dense molecular structures the magnetic field is not 
really relevant

Note: the absolute values of surface & volume terms 
often comparable!
=> Some structures are magnetically confined

• Atomic structures: Magnetic energy dominates over 
potential and kinetic energies

• In dense molecular structures the magnetic field is not 
really relevant

Note: the absolute values of surface & volume terms 
often comparable!
=> Some structures are magnetically confined

Magnetic / potential energy Magnetic / kinetic energy

Ganguly, SW+ in prep.
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Magnetic field strength vs density

Initial background field 
Bini = 3 μG in the 

midplane

Without feedback, B 
grows almost along the 

flux-freezing case

Clouds become 
magnetically 

supercritical around 𝝆thres 

~10-22 g/cm3

Change in powerlaw 
related with transition 

from Sub-/Super-
Alfvenic?

=> Kind of…
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Ganguly, SW+ in prep.

Contraction along 
field lines

Hennebelle & 
Inutsuka, 2019:
Slope 0.5 / 0.67

<=> strong / weak 
field limit

In agreement with e.g. observational findings 
by Ching+2022 towards L1544

In agreement with e.g. observational findings 
by Ching+2022 towards L1544

Supercritical
regime

Subcritical
regime



Total gravity vs. self-gravity acceleration

Ganguly, SW+ 2022, arXiv:2204.02511

If the vectors are aligned, then self-gravity 
dictates the direction of the gravitational 

acceleration
=> This is the case for the (dense) molecular 

structures, while the atomic structures show a 
random distribution.

If the vectors are aligned, then self-gravity 
dictates the direction of the gravitational 

acceleration
=> This is the case for the (dense) molecular 

structures, while the atomic structures show a 
random distribution.

Distribution of angles 
between the 

total gravitational acceleration 
(self-gravity + gravity of the surrounding gas) 

and self-gravity



Largest size 
of gravitationally bound structures 

Solar-
neighbourhood-

like clouds:

Largest bound 
structures < 5 - 10 pc

Þ significantly 
smaller than the 
largest coherent 

structures the 
dendrogram is 

picking up

Þ No global collapse
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Conclusions

1. Cloud Sub-structure:
o Sheets, filaments, cores; More sub-structure without magnetic fields

o Magnetic field delays cooling/collapse/star formation (acts as an 
additional pressure)

o Magnetic field changes the sub-structure of molecular clouds 
(density and column density): more fluffy clouds

o Atomic structures are dominated by magnetic energy

2. Cloud Energetics: 
o Mostly kinetic energy and gravity: most structures are unbound 

o Turbulence not driven by gravity but by external motions (shock 
compression)

o No global collapse

o No significant impact of the magnetic field  in dense gas

o Surface-density dependence in the Heyer relation appears for self-
gravitating objects.

o Magnetic field vs density shows supercritical structures already at low 
density in agreement with recent observations



Thank you!



MHD Zoom-ins : Star formation and feedback
Column density in HI, H2, and CO

M-MC1

M-MC2 M-MC2

M-MC1

SW+in prep.; includes chemical network Glover+2010; shielding: TreeCol (Clarke+2012; Wünsch, SW+2018)



MHD Zoom-in with feedback: 
Magnetic field strength

M-MC1 M-MC1

SW+in prep.; includes chemical network Glover+2010; shielding: TreeCol (Clarke+2012; Wünsch, SW+2018)

M-MC1

High magnetic field strength of 
>100 microGauss at the bubble rims

Enhancement due to 
-compression and
-small-scale turbulent dynamo?

High magnetic field strength of 
>100 microGauss at the bubble rims

Enhancement due to 
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-small-scale turbulent dynamo?



Enhanced magnetic fields around 
feedback-driven bubbles 

SW+in prep.



Enhanced magnetic fields around 
feedback-driven bubbles 

SW+in prep.



Conclusions

1. Structure:
o Sheets, filaments, cores; More sub-structure without magnetic fields

o Magnetic field delays cooling/collapse/star formation (acts as an additional pressure)

o Magnetic field changes the sub-structure of molecular clouds (density and column 
density): more fluffy clouds

o Atomic structures are dominated by magnetic energy

2. Energetics: 
o Mostly kinetic energy and gravity: most structures are unbound 

o Turbulence not driven by gravity but by external motions (shock compression)

o No global collapse

o No significant impact of the magnetic field  in dense gas

o Surface-density dependence in the Heyer relation appears for self-gravitating objects.

o Magnetic field vs density shows supercritical structures already at low density in 
agreement with recent observations

3. Magnetic fields in evolved molecular clouds 

o Magnetic field grows around feedback-driven bubbles (compression and small-scale 
turbulent dynamo) 

o Field strengths of >100 microGauss are easily reached



Sub-structure of magnetized clouds 

Ganguly, SW+ in prep.

Hydro

MHD
More filaments



Structure Classification 

Ganguly, SW+ 2022, subm. To MNRAS



Virial analysis
Ganguly, SW+ 2022, 

subm. To MNRAS
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